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Abstract
As the internet increasingly becomes a leading tool for
exchanging information, governments around the world
sometimes seek methods to restrict citizens’ access. Two
of the most common methods for restricting the internet
are shutting down internet access entirely and filtering
specific content. We compare the tradeoffs between
measuring these phenomena using expert analysis (as
measured by Freedom House and V-Dem) and remote
measurement with manual oversight (as measured by
Access Now and ONI). We find that remote
measurement with manual oversight is less likely to
include false positives, while expert analysis is less
likely to include false negatives.
Keywords – Remote Measurement; Internet Shutdown;
Expert Analysis; Internet Censorship; Internet Filtering;
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What is Internet Censorship?

Since the 1990s, the internet has spread around the world,
reaching 3.8 billion people in three decades and
fundamentally changing the way information is produced,
disseminated, and consumed (Shahbaz & Funk, 2020;
Cohen-Almagor, 2013). Policymakers, civil society, and
academics have praised the internet as a tool for encouraging
freedom of speech and information globally (USAID, 2020;
Corduneanu-Huci & Hamilton, 2018; Howard et al., 2011;
Reno v. ACLU, 1997). The Arab Spring in the early 2010s is
often cited as an example of how the internet can help
facilitate information sharing across civil society and hasten
transitions to democracy (Farrell, 2012; Howard et al. 2011;
Roberts et al. 2011; Stepanova, 2011). However, just as
quickly as information has spread across the digital world,
governments have found ways to restrict access through
various forms of internet censorship (Gopaldas, 2019;
Zeleke, 2019; Lakshmana, 2018; Clark et al. 2017b).
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Websites with content which is illegal throughout the world (such as child
pornography, copyright infringement, and scams) are often taken down or
seized by authorities (usually in the developed world) instead of being
blocked (Farivar & Blankstein, 2019; Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, 2018; Sisario, 2010). Taking down websites that are illegal
around the world is not considered censorship in these datasets and is not
the focus of this paper. This is also generally not an option for authoritarian
governments as domains must be registered in the country (Kravets, 2012).

We define internet censorship as any method used to
intentionally prevent information or services from reaching
users over the internet. We focus on government censorship,
as censorship by internet service providers (ISPs) is rare and
often directed by the government (Taye, 2020; Clark et al.
2017b). As opposed to traditional censorship, which often
involves arresting or attacking members of the media to stop
content production (Karatnycky et al. 2003; McColm et al.,
1991), internet censorship poses new challenges for
repressive governments, as they often cannot stop the global
production of information,1 prevent it from entering their
country, or stop their citizens from engaging with it (Clark
et al., 2017a Clark et al., 2017b). In place of these traditional
methods, governments often censor the internet through
internet filtering and internet shutdowns.2

1.1

Internet Filtering

Internet filtering is used to restrict users’ access to specific
websites, domains, or IP addresses through technical
blocks, including but not limited to DNS poisoning, HTTP
filtering through middleboxes, and IP filtering (Yadav &
Chakravarty, 2018; Clark et al. 2017b). Governments may
deploy internet filtering software themselves, or they may
compel ISPs to block or filter certain content within their
country (Clark et al. 2017b; Puyosa & Chaguaceda, 2017).
Governments block content for a variety of reasons. Some
governments want to restrict the flow of information by
blocking e-mail, social media, or video calling services
(Clark et al., 2017b; Carsten, 2014). Other governments
block online content that expresses certain political views,
such as content from opposition parties, civil society,
human rights advocates, or specific minority groups
(Shahbaz & Funk, 2020; Clark et al., 2017b). Some restrict
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are additional methods of censorship, including raising the price of
internet above market-value to restrict access (through government
monopolies or excessive fees); passing restrictive laws on online activities;
utilizing internet surveillance, harassment, arrests, legal action or attacks to
intimidate, punish or induce self-censorship in content producers or
consumers; and pressuring ISPs to engage in censorship. Due to this paper’s
focus on remote measurement, however, it examines only censorship
methods that can be measured through remote, machine-based methods.

content for social, cultural, or religious reasons, such as
content related to sexuality, gambling, drugs, alcohol, or
other content that is perceived to be offensive (Clark et al.,
2017b). Governments may block content continuously, or
only at specific times, such as around an election (Anthonio,
2020; Taye, 2020; Clark et al., 2017b). They may be
transparent – noting that access to certain sites is not
permitted – or they may try to disguise the filtering so that
the lack of access appears to be a technical problem – such
as displaying “file not found” on a restricted website (Taye,
2020; Clark et al., 2017b; Dalek et al, 2015).
In recent years, improvements in security protocols and
circumvention tools, have made filtering challenging.
Encryption makes it difficult for censors to see which
portions of a website a user is attempting to access (Rahimi
& Gupta, 2020; Clark et al., 2017a). HTTPS in particular
has made it challenging for governments to restrict certain
pages without censoring the entire website (Rahimi &
Gupta, 2020; Clark et al., 2017a; Clark et al., 2017b). This
leads governments to restrict either the entirety of a website
or none of it (e.g. all of Wikipedia or none of it, instead of
just select pages). Circumvention tools like VPNs can also
get around this selective filtering but are ineffective against
full internet shutdowns (Al-Saqaf, 2015).

1.2

Internet Shutdowns

In part due to the increasing difficulty of filtering select
content, governments are more often turning to blunt
censorship tools, such as dramatically slowing the speed of
the internet (also known as throttling) or shutting down the
entire internet (Taye, 2020; Al-Saqaf, 2015). Internet
shutdowns were rare in the early 2010s (Subramanian,
2012; Roberts et al. 2011) but have become increasingly
common (Taye, 2020; CIPESA, 2019), often occurring
around specific events such as an election or large protest
(Anthonio, 2020; Taye, 2020; Clark et al., 2017b).
Governments often cite concerns about violent protest or
instability as a reason for shutting down the internet (Taye,
2020; Clark et al. 2017b), although studies have
demonstrated that shutting down the internet tends to
increase the likelihood of violence, rather than decrease it
(Rydzak, 2019; Rydzak, 2018). Like filtering, shutdowns
may be done in a way that makes it difficult to differentiate
between intentional shutdowns and technical issues.
Internet shutdowns may be country-wide or targeted, so that
only certain regions are shutdown, and they may last only a
few hours or months (Taye, 2020). Internet shutdowns are
often cited as more harmful than internet filtering since they
impact the entire internet economy (NetBlocks, 2020;
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We focus on datasets that may be useful to donor and advocacy
organizations which prioritize public and accessible data with broad
country coverage as described in section 2.1. Other datasets identified in

Woodhams & Migliano, 2020; Raveendran & Leberknight,
2018; West, 2016).
Today, both internet filtering and internet shutdowns are
widespread practices, with some sources estimating that
some form of internet censorship currently exists in more
than half of countries (Bischoff, 2020; Mechkova, 2020).
Internet filtering has been widespread for many years, but
the number of internet shutdowns has increased
dramatically each year since the mid-2010s (Selva, 2019;
Clark, 2017b). Estimating the exact number of governments
that utilize internet filtering or internet shutdowns is
challenging, since many governments attempt to hide or
disguise their internet censorship, and technical failures can
be mistaken for censorship (VanderSloot et al., 2018; Pearce
et al., 2018; Gueorguiev et al., 2017; Crandall et al, 2015).
This paper explores two main methods of measuring internet
censorship – expert analysis and remote measurement - and
examines the pros and cons of each. We compares the
findings from four of the most accessible datasets on internet
censorship, and discusses the tradeoffs faced by policymakers, civil society, and academics that use these data.

2 Measuring Internet Censorship
Government censorship of the internet is inherently focused
on the removal and obfuscation of information.
Governments often work to hide both the content of the
internet from their citizens, and the methods they are using
to hide that content (VanderSloot et al., 2018; Gueorguiev
et al., 2017). This means that measurement of internet
censorship can be both challenging and dangerous (Pearce
et al., 2018; VanderSloot et al., 2018; Weinberg 2018.,
Narayanan & Zevenbergen 2015; Crandall et al. 2015).
However, having accurate measures of internet censorship
is important for a range of stakeholders, including users
attempting to subvert it, academics attempting to better
understand it, and donors or advocates attempting to address
it or incentivize policies that limit it.
Despite a need for accurate measures of internet censorship,
we find that almost no work has been done comparing the
consistency of available data on internet censorship. We
conduct a systematic review of the literature on internet
censorship using Google Scholar. We search the full text of
all articles containing the terms “internet censorship,”
“internet filtering”, or “internet shutdowns” and choose four
datasets that are often cited.3 We then repeat the search with
the same terms and the name of each dataset: namely
Freedom House’s Freedom of the Net; Varieties of
the literature include data from the Open Observatory of Network
Interference (OONI, 2020), Censored Planet (2020), Howard et al. (2011),
and ICLab (Niaki et al. 2020).
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Democracy’s Digital Society Project (V-Dem); OpenNet
Initiative (ONI); and Access Now’s #KeepItOn data.
We find that at least one of these datasets is featured in a
quarter of articles including the words “internet shutdowns”,
and an eighth of articles including the words “internet
censorship” or “internet filtering.” However, we find that
only one article compares the results of two of these datasets
(Frantz et al. 2020 compares ONI and V-Dem), and no
articles compare any three or all four.

2.1

Consumers of Internet Censorship Data

In our review, we find there are many reasons consumers
seek data on which governments censor the internet.
Academics have an interest in understanding trends in
internet censorship and its relationship to other phenomena
(e.g. Sutterlin 2020; Sagir & Varlioglu 2020; Freyburg &
Garbe 2018; Howard et al. 2011). Some consumers are
technical experts and internet users working to circumvent
censorship practices (e.g. Al-Saqaf, 2015; Leberknight et al.
2012; Roberts et al. 2011). Other consumers are advocacy
or donor organizations that use the data to pressure
governments to stop internet censorship (e.g. Sayadi & Taye
2020; Parks & Thompson, 2020; SK 2020; Millennium
Challenge Corporation, 2019).
While all consumers of these data value an accurate
reflection of the world, they may place more or less value
on other characteristics of a dataset. An academic researcher
may value a dataset that includes many years of historical
data for the purpose of running regressions. A user of
circumvention tools in an authoritarian country might value
data that is constantly updated. Some donors are interested
in a dataset with broad country coverage, publicly available
and accessible data, and measurements explicitly linked to
governance (Millennium Challenge Corporation, 2019;
USAID 2019). We focus on datasets and criteria of interest
to global donor and advocacy organizations.

2.2

Producers of Internet Censorship Data

We find that there are two broad methods of measuring
internet censorship referenced in the literature: expert
analysis and remote measurement. We define expert
analysis as a process where one or more experts answer
specific questions, which are used to create quantitative
scores about internet censorship in a country. Remote
measurement uses software and user reports to sense and
catalog specific censorship events, often with human
oversight. The datasets we use from Freedom House and VDem are expert analyses (Pemstein et al. 2020; Freedom
House, 2019). The datasets we use from ONI and Access
Now are remotely measured (Access Now, 2017; Faris, R.
& Villeneuve, N. 2008). While some work has been done to

compare individual datasets or new tools with existing tools
for validity (Frantz et al. 2020; Raman et al., 2020), we find
no work comparing methodologies as we do here.
2.2.1 Expert Analysis
The methodology for expert analyses involves periodically
surveying one or more experts and aggregating that
information into a quantitative measure. These analyses are
published regularly, usually on an annual basis. Sometimes
they include disaggregated data on certain responses or
narratives explaining the rationale for score changes. These
data are used to provide general context (e.g. Maréchal,
2017), variables in regressions (e.g. Sagir & Varlioglu,
2020), and to determine funding and incentivize reform
(Millennium Challenge Corporation, 2019). While the
reports produced by these organizations can provide helpful
context for censorship, there are some drawbacks to expert
analyses, given that they do not document specific events
nor provide information as to exactly how the internet was
censored in particular instances (Roberts et al., 2011).
Examples of expert analyses with questions on internet
censorship include Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net
report, Freedom House’s Key Internet Controls, Reporters
Without Borders’ Press Freedom Index, and V-Dem’s
Digital Society Project. In this report we focus on V-Dem
and Freedom House’s Key Internet Controls, as these have
disaggregated data which examines the same questions on
internet censorship. These two datasets use different
methods of expert analysis: Freedom House trains a single
expert or organization in their methodology and how to
create a narrative report (Freedom House, 2019), whereas
V-Dem surveys multiple experts and then aggregates their
responses into a single score (Pemstein et al. 2020).
2.2.2 Remote Measurement
Remote measurement of internet censorship involves
sensing and cataloging specific instances of censorship
(such as certain pages that were blocked or moments when
the internet was shut down in a particular place). We divide
remote measurement into three categories: no oversight,
manual oversight, and automated oversight. No oversight
methods generally involve a program testing for a particular
type of censorship in a given country, and the raw data being
made available for use by other researchers. Examples
include OONI, which uses software installed on computers
of volunteers around the world to sense censorship
instances, or ICLab (OONI, 2020; Niaki, 2020). However,
without some degree of oversight, these methods are prone
to false positives, false negatives, and other technical
challenges (Yadav & Chakravarty, 2018; Weinberg, 2018;
Pearce et al. 2018; Weaver et al. 2009).
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To mitigate these challenges, many datasets turn to some
type of oversight. Manual oversight methods are those
which involve some level of human testing or aggregation
of instances of censorship. This may involve a machine
identifying a possible instance of censorship and a human
checking to see if it can be confirmed, or a human reviewing
a series of automated tests and aggregating them into a
single score. The two remotely measured datasets reviewed
here both use manual oversight. ONI has volunteers
download software on their computers that tests a list of
potentially censored pages. These automated results are then
reviewed by humans and aggregated into a score for each of
four policy categories (Faris, R. & Villeneuve, N. 2008).
Access Now uses both volunteer reports and machine
sensing methods to detect potential shutdowns and then uses
local volunteers, internet companies, and the media to
manually confirm shutdowns (Access Now, 2017).
A comparatively new method for detecting internet
censorship includes both automated sensing and oversight,
where various methods are used to alleviate the challenges
of automated remote sensing without requiring human
oversight or in-country volunteers (Raman et al. 2020;
Hoang et al. 2019; Weinberg, 2019; VanderSloot et al. 2018;
Pearce et al. 2018; Sfakianakis et al. 2011). These methods
are lauded as being more efficient and ethical, as they do not
endanger in-country volunteers (Pearce et al., 2018;
VanderSloot et al., 2018; Crandall et al. 2015). However,
despite promise for academics and users of circumvention
tools, the current forms of these data are too inaccessible and
disaggregated to be useful to donors or advocates, and
therefore we do not include any in our analysis.

3 Comparing Censorship Data

dataset, the findings from our empirical analyses, combined
with each dataset’s methodology, and our broader literature
review, all suggest that remotely measured data with manual
oversight are less likely to contain false positives, but may
be more vulnerable to false negatives. Conversely, some
expert analyses appear more likely to include false positives
but may be less vulnerable to false negatives. Recognizing
this may help consumers of these data identify tradeoffs
when selecting which datasets to utilize.

3.1

Methods

In order to compare datasets, we focus on three concepts
covered by multiple datasets: 1) did a country’s government
filter political content on the internet in a given year?, 2) did
a country’s government block social media in a given year?,
and 3) did a country’s government shutdown the internet in
a given year? The exact questions asked by each source, as
well as the scales used to score them, are described in Annex
A. We use Stata to compare answers from each dataset for
the same countries and years.
Due to a lack of overlap in the years and concepts covered
by these datasets, it is not possible to compare all variables
across all datasets. V-Dem is the only dataset that overlaps
temporally with ONI, but ONI does not contain any measure
of internet shutdowns. Therefore V-Dem and ONI are
compared on the two internet filtering questions (political
content and social media) from 2007-2012. Freedom House,
V-Dem, and Access Now overlap temporally from 20162019, but Access Now does not contain information on the
filtering of political content. Therefore, Freedom House, VDem, and Access Now are compared on the concepts of
social media blockages and internet shutdowns from 20162019. For all comparisons, only countries and years covered
by all datasets are included.5

Given the importance of these data for researchers, donors,
policymakers, and civil society, it is vital they be as accurate
as possible. Without omniscience we cannot know whether
any of these data are perfectly accurate (in that they capture
all and only instances of internet censorship). However, it is
possible to assess the likelihood that datasets include false
positives (they capture censorship that did not actually
occur) or false negatives (they do not capture censorship
when it occurs)4 by examining their methodology, as well as
comparing how often and where they agree or disagree with
one another. While we cannot determine with certainty
whether false positive or false negatives occur in any given

Since these datasets are on different scales, we first convert
all of the scores into binary yes/no responses for the three
questions, except for Freedom House’s dataset, which is
already binary.6 In the Access Now dataset, any country
listed as having a “full-shutdown” in a particular year is
counted as shutting down the internet. If a country is listed
as having a “service-based” shutdown it is counted as having
blocked social media (Access Now, 2017). If a country is
listed as having “full and service-based shutdowns” this
indicates the government both shutdown the internet for
some location or period of time and also blocked social
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False negatives occur when a dataset covers a country but does not
identify censorship that occurs. This is distinct from not covering a country.
5 This includes 325 observations compared between Freedom House, VDem and Access Now and 74 observations compared between V-Dem and
ONI. We test the impact of this small sample size by also comparing just
V-Dem and Access Now, using all 716 observations shared by both datasets
and find that V-Dem continues to find many more instances of censorship.

The time period for Freedom House data is slightly offset from the
calendar year. To test the impact of this, we use Access Now’s monthly
data to compare the exact time period for one year. We find that the dataset
agreement was identical for shutdowns, and almost identical for filtering
(off by only 6 percentage points). Access Now continues to identify
censorship much less frequently. This indicates that the differences in these
datasets are not wholly due to the differences in time periods covered.
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media at another location or period of time; as such, it is
counted in both categories. In order to convert V-Dem data
to binary values we consider any response other than “Never
or almost never” as censorship occurring in the country.
Similarly, for ONI, any score other than “No evidence of
filtering” is counted as censorship occurring in the country.
We then compare these binary scores across each relevant
dataset to determine whether responses for each variable are
the same across datasets. In other words, if V-Dem states
that a given country filtered political content, blocked social
media, and shutdown the internet in a given year, do the
other datasets agree with this assessment? Where datasets
disagree, we then categorize how often each dataset
uniquely identified instances of censorship (indicating
potential false positives) and how often each dataset
uniquely identified instances of non-censorship (indicating
potential false negatives).
The literature suggests that remote measurement without
oversight is likely to result in false positives and false
negatives (Yadav & Chakravarty, 2018; Weinberg, 2018;
Pearce et al. 2018; Weaver et al. 2009). However, we
anticipate that the remotely measured datasets we examine
will result in fewer false positives due to the manual
oversight and emphasis on verifiability in their methods. In
an attempt to guard against the false positives common to
the automated elements of remote measurement, these
datasets establish for themselves a burden of proof to verify
specific instance of filtering or shutdowns. The same burden
of proof does not apply to the expert analysis methodology.
We anticipate that this burden of proof may result in more
false negatives in these remote measured datasets, as they
may believe a country is censoring its internet but cannot
verify it and therefore do not count it.

3.2

Findings

Our findings support the hypothesis that remotely measured
datasets are less likely to contain false positives than expert
analyses. Table 1 depicts the findings of the analysis of
Freedom House (FH), V-Dem (VD), and Access Now (AN)
on the concepts of social media blockage and internet
shutdown. For each concept, each cell is mutually exclusive
and together they are jointly exhaustive.
While all three datasets agreed as to whether a country shut
down the internet in a given year in the majority of cases,
they disagree in at least a third of cases. The disagreement
is more pronounced for social media blockages, where the
three sources agree only slightly more than half the time. For
both concepts, Access Now has the fewest instances (1.15%
and 0.8%) of uniquely identifying censorship. The fact that
in 99% of cases at least one of the expert analyses agrees

with Access Now – combined with the verifiable evidence
Access Now publishes for each occurrence – indicates fewer
false positives in the Access Now dataset.
Conversely, V-Dem is the sole dataset to identify censorship
in 19.6% of instances for internet shutdowns and 14.6% of
instances for social media blockages. This combined with
the lack of verifiable evidence for its scores may indicate a
higher rate of false positives. It may alternatively suggest
that V-Dem finds instances of censorship missed by other
datasets, and the other datasets include some false negatives.
Table 1. Freedom House, V-Dem, & Access Now Comparison
FH
Internet
Shutdown
Social
Media
Blockage

Agree
Unique Censor.
Unique Non-Censor.
Agree
Unique Censor.
Unique Non-Censor.

VD
65.4%
2.3% 19.6%
1.5%
1.9%
56.5%
7.3% 14.6%
1.15% 1.5%

AN
1.15%
8.1%
0.8%
18.1%

In order to investigate the issue of false negatives, we
examine the cases where a dataset was the only one not to
list a country as censoring the internet. As hypothesized,
Access Now is the most likely to omit a country from its list
of censors when both other datasets find that censorship
occurred (8.1% of cases for internet shutdowns and 18.1%
for social media blockages). V-Dem and Freedom House
each have low shares of cases where they uniquely identified
a country as not censoring the internet (1.9% and 1.5% for
V-Dem, and 1.5% and 1.15% for Freedom House),
indicating potentially fewer false negatives.
Table 2. V-Dem & ONI Comparison
VD
Social Media
Blockage
Political
Filtering

Agree
Unique Censorship
Agree
Unique Censorship

ONI
72.6%
17.8%
9.6%
68.5%
28.8%
2.7%

Table 2 presents the findings of the analysis of V-Dem and
ONI on the two issues they both covered: social media
blockages and political filtering. The two data sources agree
in over two-thirds of cases, but once again V-Dem is more
likely to uniquely identify censorship (in 17.8% of cases for
social media blockages and 28.8% of cases for political
filtering). Although there are also cases where ONI uniquely
identified censorship, they were far less frequent (9.6% of
cases for social media blockages and 2.7% of cases for
political filtering.) A comparable analysis completed by
Frantz et al., which did not convert the scores into binary
measures, similarly found that ONI and V-Dem’s measures
of censorship have very little correlation (2020.)
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While we cannot determine conclusively which dataset is
most accurate, our findings suggest that remote
measurement with human oversight results in fewer false
positives than expert analysis, although it may be more
vulnerable to false negatives. Conversely, our analysis also
suggests that expert analyses, V-Dem in particular, include
more false positives than remote measurement, though they
may provide a more complete picture of internet censorship.
One explanation of the false negatives found in remote
measurement data could be that these methods are
constrained by the number of in-country volunteers or
journalists who can manually confirm each instance of
censorship. In countries with significant limitations on civil
liberties or press freedoms journalists and civil society
organizations may lack the capacity to confirm censorship.
This is borne out in the data, as the vast majority of
censorship identified by Freedom House and V-Dem but not
Access Now come from North Africa, the Middle East, and
Central Asia. These regions have some of the strictest
limitations on the media in the world (Reporters Without
Borders, 2020).
There are several possible explanations for the many
instances of censorship that are identified by V-Dem, but no
other datasets. One is that V-Dem is taking an average of
multiple experts’ survey responses, and therefore it is less
likely to result in a score at either end of the spectrum.7
Looking at news reports from the countries where V-Dem
uniquely identifies internet censorship, it may also be the
case that some experts are conflating social media blockages
with full internet shutdowns in places like Venezuela (Gold,
2019), Saudi Arabia (Dahan, 2019), and Cuba (Amnesty
International, 2017) or civil liberties in general with internet
censorship in the Philippines (Engagemedia & Sinar Project
2018). This could explain the high degree of internal
correlation in V-Dem noted by Frantz et al. (2020), and
would explain why V-Dem’s data shows that shutdowns
were almost as prevalent in 2000 as they are today, in spite
of the literature suggesting they were very rare before 2011
(CIPESA, 2019; Subramanian, 2012; Roberts et al. 2011)
and very prevalent today (Taye, 2020).
However, there do appear to be instances where V-Dem is
accurately picking up on censorship that is not captured in
the other two datasets, such as in Lebanon (Hall 2019)) and
Rwanda (McDevitt, 2017), which suggests that instances of
V-Dem uniquely identifying censorship are a mix of false
positives and V-Dem picking up on censorship that the other
datasets miss.
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When we ran the analyses again including both the V-Dem categories of
“rarely” and “never or almost never” as instances of non-censorship, V-

4 Conclusion
There are a range of considerations that go into determining
which dataset is the best measure of internet censorship for
a given purpose. While perfect accuracy is desirable, given
the high levels of disagreement it is unlikely that any one
dataset is completely accurate. Consumers of these data
should therefore consider whether they prefer a higher
likelihood of false positives or false negatives. Consumers
may prefer that their data be fully verifiable: that there
should be a high burden of proof to show a country has
censored their internet, even if that means missing some
instances. Our analysis indicates that such consumers would
be best served by a remotely measured dataset with manual
oversight, such as Access Now or ONI, where each instance
of censorship has been verified, and where an average of
96.5% of cases are supported by two or more datasets. Other
consumers may prefer that as many instances of censorship
are captured as possible, even if that means including some
countries which may not have engaged in censorship. Given
that many governments try to hide their censorship – and
that many are quite sophisticated in doing so – these
consumers may worry that the burden of proof of remote
measurement methods with human oversight leaves them
vulnerable to missing too many cases of censorship. These
consumers would be advised to use an expert analyses
dataset instead, such as Freedom on the Net or V-Dem.
There are of course other, logistical considerations that users
consider when choosing a particular dataset. Users that want
universal country coverage may avoid Freedom House’s
data, which only covers 65 countries. Users looking to create
a time series may prefer V-Dem’s data, as it starts in 2000.
Some users may prefer data at the incident level as opposed
to the country level, which makes Access Now’s dataset
more appealing. Others may prefer that the data include a
clear index and ranking of countries to better “name and
shame” to leverage policy change.
Progress has been made to create remotely measured
datasets with automated oversight, which may be more
accurate than either of the methods reviewed here (Raman
et al. 2020; Hoang et al. 2019; Weinberg, 2019; VanderSloot
et al. 2018; Pearce et al. 2018). However, the current
versions of these datasets fail to meet many of the logistical
considerations above. They are often too technical or
disaggregated to be useful to donors and advocacy
organizations. Therefore, there is an opportunity for future
work in the aggregation of these, potentially more accurate,
datasets into annual ranked indices of censorship that are
more accessible to donor and advocacy organizations.
Dem uniquely identifies many fewer instances (fewer than Freedom House,
in fact, although still as many or more than Access Now or ONI).
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Annex A
Institution
Dataset
Collection
Method
Years
Covered
Countries
Covered

Freedom House
Key Internet Controls
Expert Analysis

V-Dem
Digital Society Project
Expert Analysis

ONI
ONI Censorship Data
Remote Measurement

2015-2019

2000-2019 (pre-2018 data
is retroactive)
173 every year (174 after
2011 with South Sudan).
Includes all countries
covered by all other
datasets.

2007-2013

Internet
Filtering
Question
(Political
Content)

(Freedom House’s data
contains a question on this,
but it is not used in our
analysis as it does not
overlap temporally with a
remotely measured dataset
that asks this question)

How much does the
government censor web
sites that express views
in opposition to those of
the current government.

Internet
Filtering
Question
(Social
Media)

Are entire apps or key
functions of social media,
messaging, and calling
platforms temporarily or
permanently blocked to
prevent communication
and information sharing?

How frequently does the
government censor
political information (text,
audio, images, or video) on
the Internet by filtering
(blocking access to certain
websites)?
How often does the
government shut down
access to social media
platforms?

Internet
Shutdown
Question

Does the government
intentionally disrupt the
internet or cellphone
networks in response to
political or social events,
whether temporary or long
term, localized or
nationwide?
Yes / No

Scoring
Scale

65 every year

How often does the
government shut down
domestic access to the
Internet?

Ordinal Data used: 0 – 4
with 0 meaning
“Extremely Often” and 4
meaning “Never or almost
never.”

74 observations total.
Between 3 and 37
observations per year.

Access Now
#KeepItOn
Remote
Measurement
2016-2019
All countries are
covered every
year. Only
countries with
censorship are
listed.
N/A

How much does the
government censor web
sites that provide e-mail,
Internet hosting, search,
translation, Voice-over
Internet Protocol (VoIP)
telephone service, and
circumvention methods
N/A

“Service-based
shutdowns” where
a government
blocks social
media or
communication
platforms

0- 4 with 0 meaning “No
evidence of internet
filtering” and 4 meaning
“pervasive internet
filtering”

Lists specific
instances of
filtering or
shutdowns

Full shutdowns of
the internet or
cellphone
networks, whether
temporary or long
term, and
localized or
nationwide.
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